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of consequences, he may be encouraged in truthfulness by
a more just and understanding treatment of his offenses.
One investigator found more lies were told by children from
homes in which the punishment was severe. A very sug-
gestible child may lie without really meaning to, and should
not be hurried in his answers, but be encouraged to think
before he speaks. In other words, children's lies cannot
be understood or treated apart from the total situation.
CHEATING
Honesty is not an entity. It consists of many responses
to many different situations. A child may be honest in an
arithmetic examination and dishonest in playing games at a
party, or vice versa. Dishonest practices are prevalent and
seem to increase with age. Education, apparently, does not
lessen the amount of deceit.
Causes of Cheating. — Why do children cheat? Is it be-
cause they do not "know any better?" Probably not. In
the experiments thus far performed, little relation has been
found between moral knowledge and conduct. Is cheating
due to lack of intelligence? Bright children as well as dull
children sometimes cheat, although cheating, under present
school conditions, is more prevalent among the mentally
retarded and the scholastically incompetent. Cheating may
be a form of lack of inhibition. Children who cheat have
been found to be more suggestible. Hartshorne and May14
summarized the results of the studies of factors in deceit as
follows:
It is clear that there are significant differences between the ex-
tremely honest and the extremely dishonest in respect to intelligence,
home background, and school deportment, and possibly in the matter
of race or nationality and sex. It is not clear, however, that such
facts, whether taken separately, added together, or considered in cer-
tain combinations, can account for deceit in individual cases, al-
though, as illustrated, a close scrutiny o£ the details may lead to a
better understanding of the subject . . . and may suggest very defi-
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